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change that are at work in the legal system? I

~·.~tg·i-Q~.ing importance of the role of government in the lives of all of us;

:~tj}gr~~~i~ importance of big business and the decisions made in large

~_i~~r~tipns, affectin~ OUf lives; . '
-',",,,._,.;-: .. ,- .

.~.¢;'ch~nging moral values and social attitudes which are, in part, the product of an

~}i~-~ti~·~ti.onsystem which for a century has b.een 'free, univ~rsal and compulsory'; and

.~~~':_,;~;p..,,~.::al1, the force of science and technology, the most dynamic factor in the
f~equ'ati6n -;and the one which most obviously imposes on us tho€! inescapable

" ~

·:-.-:t~.':,-':t ne:c:essities of transition.

~:\;~?.:,_._:_;\:~;T~eGrowth and Importance of Government. Take, first, big ~overnment. The

~_~~~~'-i~vi9CEnglaOd,which is the basis- of the Australian Jegal system, stretch-es for at

':~~t:::~·;~o.o>"Y~rs. But during th~ first 700 years at least, the role ~r"gove~ment was

;~.f~·~~~iY-~~rcU~scribed. N~turallyenough, th~ legal remedies that 'Were developed for

t e',cftiz,el'l:- reflected this limited conception of ~he funC!tions of government. It is only

~i~,~ilY::',in -this C!entury, and indeed in recent decad~~ that the publiC! sector has come to

ssumesuch a significant role in the daily life of ~irtually everyone. Perceiving this

'~'developmen~ the Lord Chief Justice of England, Lord Hewart in 1930 sounded a warning in

:';_~~~b:?,o~"'1'he New Despotism'. He alerted lawyers and law makers to the dangers for the

_),n<;J~Y.i.dJJal(and for the rule of la~) of large numbers of bureaucrats, ~orking without

. ·,~~fective,·jlldicial supervision and within very wide discretions conferred in ample terms

,~Y)~islation, frequently designed by themselves.
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It is only in the last decade that, in Australi!iJ Lord Hewart's warning has been

answered. One of the happiest developments of law reform in our country has occuITed at

a Federal level and under successive governments of different political persuasion. It has

produced what has been called 'the new administrative lay-?'.l An Ombudsman has been

established. An Administrative Appeals'Tribunal has been set up, headed by jUdges, to

review, on the merits, certain Commonwealth administrative decisions. An Administrative

Review Council has been est~blished to develop new administrative remedies in a

systematic way. An important measure has been· passed through Parliament and, with

amendment, may be proclaimed this year. It will, for the first time, confer on people iil

Australia a legal right to have- reasons given to'them for discretionary decisions made by

Commonwealth public servants-affecting them.2 In the place of bland uncommunicative

decisions, the individUal will be entitled to a reasoned response. As far as I am aware, only

in the Federal Republic of Germany and in Israel is there similar legislation. Freedom of

information legislation is before Federal Parliament. Though there has been criticism

concerning the areas of exemption from the riglit of access, critics should not lose sight

of the fun~menta1 change which the legislation envisages. In place of the basic rule of

secrecy of bureaucratic procedures, will be a basic rule of openness and the right of

access. Refusals of access will generally be the subject of independent review in the--... . .
Administrative Appeals Tribunal. Privacy legislation, to be proposed by the Law Reform

Commission, and a basic cod~ of 'fair administrative procedures will complete this 'new

administrative law'. Although these developments -have so far been limited to the

Commonwealth's sphere, moves are afoot for similar changes in the States. The role of

government and its employees has increased and is likely to continue to increase. The law

has begun tJ:1e long haul of responding to this phenomenon: providing individuals with

accessible, low key effective remedies of review and reconsideration by extemal and

independent machinery. The skill and dedication of the pUblic, officer is submitted to the

civilising test of 'fairness' on the part of generalists, upholding the rights of the individual.

Growth and Change in Business. The second force for change in the law is the

changing face of business. The mass production of goods and services gathered momentum:·

from the autombile indUstry and is now an important feature of our society. Yet many of

our laws reflect the business methods of earlier times and fail to reflect the realities of' 

the mass consumer market of today. The common law of contract assumed an equal

bargaining position between the vendor on the one hand and the purchaser on the other.~t

is precisely to meet the reality, which is different, that we know find most jurisdictions'in>

Australia and elsewhere have enacted consumer protection legislation to ensure that basic

conditions are met in fairness to the consumer.
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:evetal of the tasks before the Australian Law Reform Commission illustrate

I,-:'\~h·ich it 15 necessary to bring laws developed in earlier times into harmony

~;1i~~.~·'~tcial realities of today. Our ~rojeeton consumer indebtedness led to a

:' ~ht(~uggests a new approach to the problems of small but honest consumer

J~~;r"~ebt recovery laws pre-date the enormous expansion of consumer-credit that

:'-the':second World War. Accordingly, they are imbued with a philosophy that debt

"~"':'i~~ocent and should be dealt with individually. The Commission's report faced up

."re.ali.ty_ of the modern extension of credit, the reliance nowadays of creditors upon a

-'~tef~i'~ilce' system to protect them and the need to take i~dividual debt not

:~})'iy a's:.~'·sign of moral culpability but often as an instance of incompetence in

\'~itil'the :credit community of today.- Procedures for credit counselling, aggregation

:'~t_~'~nd sY,items of r.egular repayment of debts were suggested in the place of present

~~~~~;'o(,court action and bankruptcy.
,.. ~--:-:.

'Likewise, the Commission's project on insurance seeks to adjust the law to· an

}_~orrri'aSs'copsumer insurance. The law governing the relations between insurer and

""-re2F~as basically developed in the 18th Century, long before mass produced insurance

;-":: ill~re "~oid by radio and television to people of varying understanding ,and little

natT~~' to -read the policy terms. The imposition upon 'consumer insurance. of the

o.. _li~~i"i~n worked out in an earlier time for different kinds of transaction's is scarcely
':(j):J<_, ,:'.-:'; . ,..;;
'..' .~?l?ri~te~ 'Yet unle~,.,'fhere is reform of the law, that is what will continue to be the:3 <-

The Australian Law Reform Commission has also been asked to report on ~lass

~i'oriS:--:"~ legal procedure 'which has been developed in the Unite,d States. Class actions
-:;1,.:. __... _.'. .

)riit consumers and others to aggregate their claims into one big action, making

iia.tid~;·b·etween·the consumer and big business a more equal proposition than may b~
~; case, in' an isolated individual claim.4 These are just a few instan~es of th~-~'my in

hIch proposals are being made to adjust the legal system to the commercial realities of
'i"
:day.
:.,

., Changing Social and Moral Perceptions. The third force, for change is more

"ifh~ult to describe. It is probably bound up in higher levels of education, longer school
.;,.

,,;,~en~ion and improved methods of the distribution of information by radio, television and

l~j~',printed word. I refer Ito the changing moral and social attitudes which are such. a

f.~~tu're of oUr time. There are many forces at work. In'the space of a few decades we
.';/"..

~~have moved from official acceptance of 'white Australia' to official (and increasing

t?coinmunity) support for a more multi-cultural society. We have moved from a devotion to

;~;growth at any.price to a concern about the environment and the preservation of our
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history, flora and fauna. The last decade saw the rise of the women's movement, of

anti-discrimination boards, of efforts to eradicate 'sexual oppression\ There has been talk

of the rights of the child. Next year will be the Year of Disabled Persons. 1 predict that

the growing numbers of the aging in our society will lead to new emphasis upon the rights

of the old. Successive governments have carried forward policies to reverse decades of

neglect and worse in relation ·to our Aboriginals. These are just a few of the recent social

changes.

For some citizens, especially those of the older generation, it must all seem as

if the world has been turned on 'its head. Not two decades ago, it was the received cultural

wisdom that A~sJralia was a mants c.ountry of decidedly British· values. Others could like it

or lump it. Everyone they had to comply with the accepted norm and be assimilated and

integrated into it. Now the despised and disadvantaged groups of the recent past are

listened to earnestly with growing c?mmunity appreciation: ethnic groups, women,

homosexuals, paraplegics and< the ·Oisabled, th~ mentally ill and retarded, women,

Aboriginals, the old. Football and cricket still draw record croWds but so now do our

theatres, our films and the arts generally. Puritan morality has given way to open

advertisement of massage parlors. Nude beaches flourish in at least ~me of the warmer
States.

These Chang~;-~annotcome about without affecting the law and its institutions.

People, including people in high places, begin to ask why there are so few women in the

judiciary of Australia'? 5 Why various laws still discriminate against migrant

newcomers?6 Why the criminal law contines to enforce, in the so called 'victimless

crimes', attitudes to morality which are not now held by the great ma~ority of citizens. In

no other Commonwealth Act has the changing community morality been more vividly

reflected than in the Family Law Act 1975. That Act substantially replaced the notion.of_

fault as the basis for the disillusion of marriage, replacing it by a new test: the

irretrievable breakdown of the marriage. In a time of transition, it is uncomfortable for

those who cling to the values and certainties of the past. There are many sincere citizens

who bemoan the radical changes, some of which I have touched on. No recent piece of

Federal legislation has been so beset by heartfelt controversy than the Family Law Act

itself. Yet if community attitudes and standards are changing, the endeavour through

law, to enforce the attitudes and standards of an earlier time is bound, in the end" to fail,

unless it has substantial support or at least acquiscance in the community. Laws of earlier

times applying on a social base that has shifted tend not to uphold past morality btl!:,

simply to bring contempt for the law and its institutions. They breed cynicism and ev~n,

c·orruption which undermines the rule of law itself. The moral of this tale is that, whilst

the law must
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-tread- cautiously, its rules and their enforcement should never be too far

-i~o-rri-current·perceptions of right and wrong. When those perceptions are changing

~ ;':-':M,:they are just now, it is a difficult time for taw makers and those who advise

;;;1-:i'~:'a'--'time of transition, it is also B: difficult time both for those who support reform

';~~/-'aftd -those would cling}o old ways. The attitudes of each must be understood

peot'id.

/;f'·i"Dynamic Science and Technology. The fourth force for change in the law is the

,.';ic<o(.scie:'nce and technology; The birth, in recent weeks in Melbourne of ~ child

"ise"d hi'vitro heralds remarkable developments in biology which will pose dilemmas

. ';iety~ana. the law.. Cloning, whic:h has been developed in plants and more recently' in.

""'bulIs:"is: now, we are told, a feasible possibility for human beings. Human tissue

'~prantatfon 'is occurring regularly -in all parts of AustraIia,as scientists overcome the

y's,naturalimmune rejection of organs and tissues from other persons.. - . .

-~-The' :'~·rapid . developments of computerisation, particu~arly as linked to

ecommui~ications, present many problems for society, including its -educators. By a

I!~rnarkable combination of photo reduction techniques, dazzling amounts of information.

~~'n::n'6w~b'e-iriCIUded in the circuit of a tiny microchip. The computeris-ed society may

rf~~uce 'th~: needs of employment, increase- the vulnerability of society, magnify our

rl.~lianee';on overseas data bases and endanger the privacy of individuals.
'\~

'These and other developments raise questions whicll the law of the future will

9~ve to answer on behalf of society. Should human cloning be permitted and if so under

"What conditions. Is it acceptable to contemplate genetic manipulation, consciously

-p:is~urbing the random procedures that have OC<:UITedsince the beginning of time? In the

~~ilse of artificial insemination by a donor other than a husband, what .rules should govern

.lihe discovery of the identity ~f the donor, if this is ever to be permitted? What rules
i;_c.
.::.~hould govern the passing of -property and how can we prevent accidental incest in a world
!I', .
ilt;pf unidentified donors? Should we permit the storage of sensitive personal data _about

l4ustralians in _pverseas data pases and if so under what conditions.? What requirement

:lShOUld be imposed for the supply of data in one computer 'to another? Is the systematic

~;:I11atching of computer tapes a permissible check against fraud or a new form of general

~~;search warrant which should be submitted· to jUdicial pre-conditions?- Under what

,XS.Circumstances are we prepared to tolerate telephone tapping to combat crime? Is junk

r-man a passing nuisance Or unacceptable invasion of privacy?
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Almost every task given by successive Attorneys-General to the Law Refor.m

Commission raises 8nissue about the impact of science and technology on the law. In our

project on criminal investigation, we had to look to ways in which police procedures could

have grafted onto them the advantages and disciplines of new scientific advances.7 In

our report on human tissue transplanation, v.le I:tad to work out the rules that should govern

the taking or organs from one person for the benefit of another.8 We also had to answer

the question of how death is to be defined in modern terms. Should young people ever be

entitled to donate a non-regenerative organ to a sibling and if so under what conditions?

Should positive donation be' required ·01' can we legalIy impute a general community

willingness to donate organs after death. OUf project on defamation law required us to

face the realities of defamation today: no longer an insult hurled over the back fence but

now a hurt that may be carried to the four corners of the country.9 Our reference on

privacy requires us to examine the ways in which we can preserve respect for individual

privacy whilst taking advantage of the computerisation of society.lO Even oUr most

recent project on reform of th-e law of evidence requires us to rescrutinise S?me of the

accepted rules of evidence against modem psychological and other studies which suggest

that many of the accepted tenets of the law do not stand up to empirical scrutiny,

Computing and the advent of the new information science should be seen in the

same way as the introduction of electricity: it will, be permeate almost every aspect of .

life. Its impact will not be confined to factory workers. None of the professions will be

exempt. 11

FOOTNOTES

1. Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cwlth). Note that an

amending Bill was introduced into the Australian Parliament in May 1980.

2. Australian Law Reform Commission, Insolvency: The Regular Pavrnent of Debts

(ALRC 6), AGPS, Canberra, 1977.

3. Australian Law Reform Commission, Discussion Paper No.7, Insurance

Contracts, 1978.

4. Australian Law Reform Commission, Discussion Paper No. 11, Access to the

Courts - II Class Actions, 1979.
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the taking or organs from one person for the benefit of another.S We also had to answer 

the question of how death is to be defined in modern terms. Should young people ever be 

entitled to donate a non-regenerative organ to a sibling and if so under what conditions? 

Should positive donation be' required ·or can we legally impute a general community 

willingness to donate organs after death. OUf project on defamation law required us to 

face the realities of defamation today: no longer an insult hurled over the back fence but 

now a hurt that may be carried to the four corners of the country.9 Our reference on 

privacy requires us to examine the ways in which we can preserve respect for individual 

privacy whilst taking advantage of the computerisation of society.lO Even our most 

recent project on reform of th-e law of evidence requires us to rescrutinise S?me of the 

accepted rules of evidence against modem psychological and other studies which suggest 

that many of the accepted tenets of the law do not stand up to empirical scrutiny. 

Computing and the advent of the new information science should be seen in the 

same way as the introduction of electricity: it will, be permeate almost every aspect of . 

life. Its impact will not be confined to factory workers. None of the professions will be 

exempt. 11 
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